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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes

1961-62

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

March 7, 1962

·ro:

All Members of the Faculty
John N. Durrie, Secretary

From:

Subject:

Regular March Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty will be held on Tuesday,
March 13th, in .Mitchell Hall 101, at 4:00 p .m.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Election of a Vice Chairman of the Voting Faculty for.1962-63 .

2.

Election of a member- at- large of the Policy Committee,
to serve for a term of two years, 1962-64.

3.

Election of a faculty representative to the Administrative
Committee, to serve for a term of three years, 1962- 65 .

4. Proposal regarding the National Defense Education Act test
oath -- Professor Reeve (Professor Reeve has mailed a statement to all faculty members . )

5. Election of three members and an alternate to the 1962-63
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee . (The two candidates
receiving the highest number of votes will serve for two
years (1962 -64), the other two for~ year (1962- 63):--The
two carry-over members for 1962-63 are Professors Kahn and
Vernon.)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEil MEXICO
Faculty Meeting
March 13, 1962
(Summarized Minutes)
The March 13, 1962, meeting of the University Faculty was called t<,
order by Vice-Chairman Ried at 4:05 p.m. with a quorum present.
(President Popejoy, who was unable to be present for the start of
the meeting, took over the chair subsequently.)

Dr. Ried was re-elected Vice Chairman of the Faculty for 1962-63.
Professor Regener was elected a member-at-large of the Policy Committe ,
to serve for a term of two years, 1962-64.
Professor Hendrickson was elected faculty representative on the Adm1n
istrative Committee for a term of three years, 1962-65.
Dean Northrop informed the Faculty that Igor Stravinsky had declined
with thanks the University's offer of an honorary degree in June, his
letter saying "I have made it a principle not to accept any degree
honoring my person, and I have, therefore, declined such honors offerc
to me by other universities." Dean Northrop , for the Graduate Committee, accordingly recommended the awarding of the honorary degree of
Doctor of Letters to Winfield Townley Scott, writer.
This nomination
was approved by the Faculty.
The following elections were made to the committee on Academic Freedom
and Tenure:
for 1962-64, Professors Maccurdy and Wynn; for 1962-63,
Professors Hamilton and Green (alternate).
Pr·lor to the meeting, Professor Reeve had sent to all members of the
faculty certain material relative to the disclaimer affidavit or test
oath required of . all students receiving financial aid under the Nation,
~efense Education Act of 1958. This material included two resolutions
or Faculty action:
the first cc.lling for congress to repeal the test
oath, the second requesting the President and the Regents "to withdraw
from further administration of the National Defense Education Act
except insofar as it is necessary to process those loans that have
heretofore been made to students." Also included in Professor Reeve's
material to the faculty were reproductions of the loyalty and test
oaths, a letter of transmittal, and a reprint of an article by the the .
!~~a~or John F. Kennedy, written for coronet (April, 1960) and urging
lmination of the test oath.
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At the meeting, Professor
ground of test oaths both
by moving the adoption of
the motion was amended so
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Reeve traced at l e ngth the his t orical backin this country and in En g land, and co ncluded
the first resolution. By c ommon c o n sent ,
tha t the resolution would r e ad as f ol lows :

"Whereas the Affidavit or Test oath in the Nat ional Defen se
Education Act of 1958, section 1001 (f),
Is contrary to the political heritage of Amer ican Cit i zen s,
Is not in the best interest of our country bec ause it seeks
to restrict Freedom of the Mind,
And we believe is contrary to the First Ame ndme nt of t he
Constitution of the United states,
Be it hereby resolved that the Faculty of the Universi t y of
New Mexico request the Congress of the United states t o repeal
the said Oath in the National Defense Education Act. "
After further discussion, the amended motion was appro ved by a substantial majority.
Professor Reeve then moved the adoption of the second resolut ion .
By
common consent, the motion was amended so that the r eso lut ion would
read as follows:
"Whereas the Affidavit or Test oath in the Nat ional Defen se
Education Act of 1958, section 1001 (f) ,
Is contrary to the political heritage of American Citizen s,
Is not in the best interest of our country b e c ause i t
restricts Freedom of the ~ind,
And is not in harmony with the philosophy of Academic Freedom ,
Be it hereby resolved that the Faculty of the Un ive rsi t y of
New Mexico request the President and the Regents t o withdraw from
further administration of the National De fense Education Act excep t
insofar as it is necessary to process those loans that have h eretofore been made to students. "
A motion to table indefinitely was then lost.

A motion to h a ve a
secret-ballot vote on the second resolution , as a mended, was also
l ost. By vote of the faculty, the motion , as amended ,was then approveo
54 to 50.
of a third r esolution which
This motion was amended b y common consent

hPtofe ssor Reeve then moved the adoption
e presented from the floor.

to read as follows:
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"The Faculty of the University of New Mexico is acutely
aware of the danger of the Communist conspiracy. we profess
our faith in open discussion of public problems and are
unalterably opposed to conspiratorial activities of any kind."
As amended, this motion was then approved by a virt.ually unanimous
vote.
The meeting adjourned at 6:08 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

..

(

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
March 13, 1962

The March 13, 1962, meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by Dr. Harold O. Ried at 4:05 p.m., with
a quorum present.
DR. RIED It is good to see sane familiar faces up there
and so many of the faculty here today. The first item on the
agenda is the election of a Vice Chairman of the Voting Faculty
for 1962-63. For today's elections I will ask the Secretary
to describe the duties of the person or committee to be
elected and the method of balloting for each election. Mr.
Durrie, will you present the first item.
MR. DURRIE The Vice Chairman presides at meetings in
the absence of the President and the Academic Vice President
or when the presiding officer wishes to speak from the floor.
If there is more than one nominee, voting shall be by ballot.
The present incumbent is Dr. Harold Ried.
RIED

Nominations are now in order.

MEMBER

I nominate you.

MEMBER

Second.

MEMBER

I move nominations close.

MEMBER

Secondo

MEMBER

Question.

RIED Motion has been made that the nominations close.
Are you ready for the question?
MEMBER

Question.

Election
of Vice
Chairman
of
Faculty
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RIED

Those in favor, signify by saying 'aye.'

FACULTY

Aye.

RIED Those opposed, 'no.'
(No response.) The motion
carried. The second item is the election of a member-atlarge of the Policy Committee, to serve for a tenn of two
years, 1962-1964. The two-year term of Professor Hill
expires at the end of this semester. Mr. Durrie.
DURRIE The Constitution defines the Committee as
follows:
The Policy Committee is empowered to define duties,
nominate members, and designate chairmen for the standing
committees of the University Faculty, subject to consultation
with the President of the University and confi.r: mation by t h e
Voting Faculty; to schedule reports from any of these committees at designated meetings of the University Faculty ;
to consider matters of educational policy in general whenever such matters are not appropriate to any special committee; to make reports and recommendations direct to the
University Faculty for action by that body; and to express
to the Regents and others Faculty points of view when
authorized to do so by the Voting Faculty. By petition
of members of the Faculty, singly or in groups, the Policy
Committee shall serve to represent such members before the
Regents in any matter believed worthy by that Committee.
The Policy Committee is elected as follows: One member
elected by each of the college Faculties ; one member elected
by the Graduate Committee; and three members-at-large elected
by the Voting Faculty, of which not more than two shall be
from any one college.
(Since the two-carry-over members-atlarge for next year are from different colleges, this ruling
has no bearing in the present election.) Deans and ex-officio
members are not eligible to serve on this Committee.
The Constitution states that after serving two consecutive two-year terms on the Policy Committee, a irember may not
serve again until two years have elapsed. Under t~is ruling
~nly Professors G. L. Baker, Hill, Miller, and Mori are
ineligible for this election. Also, of co.1rse, the present
members of the Committee whose terms continue through next
Year, are ineligible.

Election of
member-atlarge to
Policy
Committee
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Listed on the blackboard is the membership of the Policy Committee as presently established for 1962-63, including the
following whose election by their colleges for the 1962-64
term has recently been announced: Business Administration,
Professor Christman; Engineering, Professor Barton; and Law,
Professor Swihart. The Graduate Committee representative
will be named after the 1962-63 Graduate Committee has been
approved by the Faculty.
If there are more than two nominees for member-at-large,
vote shall be by preferential ballot. Those counting the
ballots have requested that you list all the nominees on
your ballot alphabetically, indicating your preference by
a number following each name. In order for your vote to
be valid, there must be a number after t he name of every
nominee.
RIED

Nominations are now in order.

PROFESSOR GRACE

I nominate Donald Thorn.

MEMBER

Mr. Chairman, I nominate George Keppers.

MEMBER

I nominate Julius Blum.

RIED

Blum.

MEMBER

Any others?

Professor Weihofen.

DURRIE I think he will be on leave next year.
someone from the Law School verify that?
MEMBER
RIED

Could

Right.

Will you withdraw the nomination?

MEMBER (NOMINATOR) I withdraw Professor Weihofen.
I make another? Professor Regener.
RIED

May

Are there any other nominations?

MEMBER

I nominate Don McRae.

RIED Are there any other nominations?
motion that nominations be closed?

Is there a
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MEMBER

I move nominations be closed.

MEMBER

Second.

RIED It has been moved and seconded that nominations
close. Those in favor, signify by saying •aye.'

FACULTY

Aye.

RIED Opposed, 1 no. 1
(No response.)
Will you now vote on your ballot.

Motion carried.

DURRIE Put a number in front of each name. Li st the
names alphabetically , as shown on the board. There must be
a number in front of each name, in order of your preference.
MEMBER

At first you said after the name.

DURRIE

After -- excuse me.

RIED Would you pass your ballots in this direction?
(Indicating to his left) . The third election is that of one
faculty representative to t h e Administrative Committee to
serve a three year term, 1962-65, to replace Professor
Huzarski. Mr. Durrie.
DURRIE The Administrative Committee is appointed by
the President (with the exception of the three elected faculty
members) to perform such duties as he may prescribe.
A member is ineligible for re-election to an immediate
successive term. The two carry-over faculty representatives
on this committee are Professors Hoyt and Seed. If t here are
more than two nominees, vote shall be by preferential ballot,
as before.
RIED

The norni na tio ns are

OOW

in order.

MEMBER

I

nominate Paul Petty.

MEMBER

I

nominate Morris Hendrickson.

MEMBER

I

move nominations close.

RIED

Is there a second?

Election
of Faculty
Representative to
Administrative Committee
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Second.

MEMBER
RIED
'aye.'

Those in favor of the motion, signify by saying

FACULTY

Aye.

RIED Opposed?
(No response.) Motion carried.
means we do not need a preferential ballot.

That

DURRIE This means you need to put just one name on the
ballot.
Put the name of your choice.
RIED The next item on the agenda is one which is not
on the mimeographed one you received, but one which should
be taken care of today. Dr. Northrop will speak for the
Graduate Committee.
DEAN NORTHROP As is shown by the minutes of the meeting
of February 20, three men were recornrnerrled for honorary
degrees: Horace Marden Albright, Witter Bynner, and Igor
Stravinsky. These nominations were approved by tlB faculty
and they were approved by the Regents. The Pr esident received
this letter, dated February 28th, to Mr. Popejoy. This is
from Igor Stravinsky.
"It is very kind of the faculty and
Regents of your University to have voted for me an honorary
degree and I am very touched that they wish to bestow this
honor upon me.
I have made it a principle not to accept any
degree honoring my person and I have , therefore, declined
such honors offered to me by other universities. Please
convey my appreciation and best wishes to your colleagues.
Yours sincerely, Igor Stravinsky." I perhaps should say
this might be considered rather unusual in the annals of
h~norary degrees in this country and, from that point of
~iew, it mignt be considered by some people to be a newsworthy
item but again, as I did at the last meeting, I urge you to
keep this confidential.
The Graduate committee now recommends one more candidate
to you, Mr. Winfield Townley Scott, and a brief summary from
.!!ho's Who in America and a somewhat lengthier memorandum
from Professor Franklin Dickey were distributed to you at
the meeting. Professor Dickey has asked me to note that

Nomination
for
Honorary
Degree at
1962
Commencement
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there is one more book, so that Mr. Scott is now the author o f
7 books, not 6. His last one is entitled, Exiles and Fabrications, a book of essays and criticisms. I move, Mr. Chairman,
that Winfield Townley Scott be recommended t o t e Regents for
the honorary degree, Doctor of Letters.
RIED

Is there a second?

PROFESSOR DICKEY

Second.

RIED It has been moved and seconded. Is there any
discussion? Are you ready for the question?
MEMBER
RIED
'aye.'

Ready.
Those in favor of the motion, signify bys ying

FACULTY

Aye.

RIED Opposed, 'no.'
(No response.) The motion carried.
The final election today is for three members and an alternate
to serve on the 1962-63 Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
Mr. Durrie will read a description of the Committee's function
and composition as defined in the By-Laws.
DORRIE A revision of the academic freedom and tenure
policy is currently being studied by the Policy Conuni ttee and
the Administrative committee, and it is likely that this
revision will involve changes in the composition of the
Committee. Until this is ready for sul:mission to the Faculty,
however, we will have to be guided by the present policy which
describes the functions and composition as follows:
The principal functions of the Conunittee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure are to interpret the Faculty Academi c
Freedom and Tenure Act of 1948; to consider changes in this
A~t when necessary; to conduct hearings in all cases in w ich
violations of the Act are claimed; to establish additional
Procedures to be followed in carrying out the provis i ons of
the Act; to hear all matters of academic freedom and retirement, except matters relating to benefits under the state
retirement law; and to make reconunendations. The Committee
also has responsibility for reconunending to the Administration

Elec ion
of
commi tee
on cadem~
Freedom &
Tenure
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approval or disapproval of applications for sabbatical leave
and for making recommendations relating to changes in the
Sabbatical Leave Act.
The regulations approved in 1960 call for a committee
of five members and an alternate elected by the Voting
Faculty. After the initial election, which was held in
1960, three members and an alternate are elected each year.
The two candidates receiving t he highest number of votes are
elected for two years: the other two, including the alternate,
are elected for one-year terms. Not more than one member of
any one department shall serve, as a member or alternate,
during any one year. Deans and ex-officio members are
ineligible. Not more than two members, including the
alternate, shall be departmental chairmen. Only faculty
members with tenure shall be eligible and, for this purpose,
anyone whose tenure decision date has passed without adverse
notification shall also be considered eligible.
The two carry-over members fran this year to next -tha tis, those who were elected last year to two-year terms
-- are Professors Kahn and Vernon. According to the regulations, therefore, there can be no nominees today from either
the Chemistry Department or the School of Law.
Voting shall be by preferential ballot, as before.
RIED

Nominations are now in order.

MEMBER

Professor Sasaki.

MEMBER

Professor Steger.

MEMBER

Professor Maccurdy.

RIED

Are there any other nominations?

DURRIE
RIED

We have to have some more.
We have to have some more, I am told.

MEMBER

I nominate Professor Hamilton.

MEMBER

Professor Wynn.

....
'

.
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PROFESSOR VARLEY I would like to raise the question about
Professor Sasaki's eligibility. He does not have tenure now.
The decision date is in July; he is up for tenure.
DURRIE

Let's see.

MEMBER

No.

DURRIE

Well, then I guess he is not.

PRESIDENT POPEJOY
DURRIE

Has the notification date passed?

Well, was he notified a year ago?

Apparently not.

RIED
(Addressing President Popejoy)
take over?
POPEJOY

Would you like to

I may take over for a while later.

RIED Then, when we are ready for that item •.•
after this.

It is

DURRIE I think according to our records, he would be
eligible.
I asked my secretary to make a list of the voting
faculty who did not have tenure as yet, and this is not marked,
so, assuming those records are right...
I don't know.
VARLEY I received a communication from Dean Trowbridge
telling me that the tenure decision was as of July·
DURRIE Well, then, this is in error so I guess he is not
eligible.
(Professor Sasaki's name removed from the list.)
RIED

Are there other nominations?

MEMBER

I nominate Professor Green.

MEMBER

Is that the Physics Green?

MEMBER

(NOMINATOR)

MEMBER

I move nominations cease.

Physics Green.

John Green.

RIED Motion has been made and seconded that nominations
cease. Those in favor say 'aye.'

FACULTY

Aye.

3
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RIED

Opposed,

'no. '

(No response.)

Motion is carried.

MEMBER Do we need twice t~ number of vacancies, o r is
five enough?
DURRIE

RIED

Five.

Now we must vote by p r eferent i al ballot.

DORRIE Yes.
This vote should be the same as the first,
that is, listed alphabetically with the number of your choice
following each one -- that is, 'l' through '5' .
RIED The nextil:em on the agenda is Item No. 4 on the
agenda. President Popejoy will take over the chair.
Test oath
POPEJOY Thank you, Hal.
I think it is fair to say that
(Affidavit)
once or twice each year we seem to have something happen on
in connecthe University campus which brings out a full house of the
tion with
faculty.
(Laughter). One of the best ways to get this large
National
crowd is to enter into some controversial d i scussion, either
Defense
on campus or off. The matter which will be presented to you
Education
by Professor Reeve is almost four years late in New Mexico.
Act of 1958
As I understand it, it has been debated on other campuses
~uch earlier than this.
It stirs up a tremerx:lous amount of
interest, as it did in the nation when the Act was passed in
19~8. The Regents, yesterday in their meeting, naturally had
this matter under discussion because of the fact that the
President had learned about this resolution in advance and had
seen f 1.· t , o f course, to repor t i
· t.
I am reminded of the fact that once we had a faculty
~eeting in the University and discussed a rather important
item to go to the Legislature. Dean Wynn was Chairman at
the t ime
·
·
·
·
of the Committee on Future Planning
ofth e instituti on, and he asked the faculty to keep this
. matter in
·
conf 1'dence until such time as we co.ild present it
. to the
Le
·
thgi.slature,
or whatever committee we had to see. I left
6 e faculty meeting about 5:30 and, at home at a quarter to
'the Journal called me about this particular matter.
So
l suspect we cannot expect a notice which goes to the faculty
-- as large a group as we have __ to stay on a confidential
bas·
·
f rorn wor k in is, and we don't propose to stop the grapevine
g on the campus at all.

.
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The Regents wanted me to say to you, as your President and
as the Regents' President, that they felt that the pressure
of public opinion involved in the publicity which came out
the last few days required that they give some attent i on to
this matter at this time. They also raised the point that
the Regents would not meet again for thirty days or six weeks
and, as a result, they felt they should react to these resolutions accordingly. But I believe, if I remember correctly
however, all the Regents there made it a point that they
didn't want this particular action they took to preempt in
any way, or inhibit discussion in any way, on the part of
the faculty of the University, and I wanted to extend tat
word to you from the Board as I remembered it. I talked to
the Chairman today and he confirmed that this is his feeling
also. In other words they felt that, as a group, they had
the right to take action and they felt that the faculty, as
a group, or any other group which wants to act on this
matter, surely will have that right.
It is possible that, as the debate progresses, I will
leave the chair and debate from the floor, if I feel it is
necessary. Unless someone has something else to bring up,
we will ask Professor Reeve to present his resolutions.
PROFESSOR REEVE Mr. President, members of the faculty,
1 had not expected that report in the press so quickly· My
chief worry now is whether or not my vanity can survive the
crisis. Since the initial report was circularized to the
faculty and since it fell into the hands of the newspapers,
there has been considerable public discussion. Insofar as
news reporting is concerned, on the part of both t~e
1'.fibune and the Journal and insofar as what I have said or
Written, it has been ac~urate and clear. My exception to
the newspapers which I want to start off with, first stemmed
from an editorial in the Tribune Saturday evening and, lest
1 distort the thing, I should like to read it to you. I
assume that some of you have read it, but maybe not all of
You. It is headed,
"Dan Burrows, Editor·

tll:

11

THE STUDENT OATH

A veteran faculty member at the University of New
exico has declared war on the oath that students are req1lired to take if they obtain federal loans under the
Nat·ional Defense Education Act.

M

.•
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"Dr. Frank Reeve, professor of history, says that he will
urge the University faculty to request Congress to repeal the
oath requirement. He will urge also that the faculty request the University president to withdraw from further administration of the act except when it is necessary to
process loans that already have been made.
"Dr. Reeve takes the position that this test oath is
dishonorable because it seeks to restrict freedom of mind.
"To obtain a loan the student must sign an affidavit
that he does not believe in or support groups which teach
overthrow of the United States government and he must take
an oath to suppo~t the Constitution of the United States.
"We see nothing dishonorable in either the affidavit or
the oath. We see no restriction of freedom of the mind here.
The student is applying for help from the government. In
return the government requires him to be loyal to his government and to support the Constitution. If a student doesn't
wish to be loyal to his government or to support the Constitution nobody compels him to accept the loan. He can apply
for a loan from the Kremlin if he desires.
"We hope that good sense will prevail in next Tuesday's
university faculty meeting and that Dr. Reeve's proposal will
b~ tabled promptly without wasting a lot of faculty time that
might be employed to better advantage .
"We hope also that if a majority of the faculty happen
to support Dr. Reeve's proposal the University president and
regents will disregard it.
"And we wonder if Dr. Reeve thought of the problem of the
student who needs a loan, is happy to declare himself loyal
ana f inds
·
that the school will not participate in the loan
Program . "
I promptly got a letter into the Sunday morning mail box

ana Mr· Burrows published the letter, headed "Professor is
Shocked by Tribune Editorial."

My letter is as follows:

'
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"I was shocked upon reading your editorial of last
Saturday, wherein you urge the University faculty not to
waste time in discussing a proposal to petition the government for abolition of the Test Oath in the National Defense
Education Act.
I have always believed that discussion was
conducive to understanding, and that it was normal procedure
in a democratic society. If freedom of the Press were the
issue, \>.UU ld you urge cloture on debate?
I was also perturbed at your confusion about
loyalty. That is not the issue before the Faculty, and it
is too commonly mis-identified with a Test Oath, one that
is applied to control a per son• s beliefs or to administer
punishment for past action. When the United States Supreme
Court invalidated the Missouri State Test Oath of Civil War
days, it drew upon a statement of Alexander Hamilton that
the Test Oath 'substitutes for the established and legal
mode of investigating crime and inflicting forfeitures, one
that is unknown to the Constitution, and repugnant to the
genius of our laws. •
11

11

I went on and said,
You suggested that a student who did not want
to sign the Test Oath could • apply for a loan from the
Kremlin • • • •. Why did you not suggest that he apply to
an American bank? That is the money-leooing institution
in our system of free enterprise. I hope that you were just
being facetious. surely you do not believe that the Kremlin
would make such a loan.
[I may have been a bit facetious at
that point, myself].
11

"Have I • • • . thought of the problem of the stu~ ent
Who needs a loan, is happy to declare himself loyal and f:nds
that the school will not participate in the loan program?
Well, I have never believed nor have I reason to think
otherwise, that a student w~uld not declare his loyalty in
return for a loan -- and that should be sufficient. If the
University withdraws from the federal loan program because
of the Test Oath as many have done, I• m sure that a student
could still
·
'
b I •m. too
finance
his way through college. Maye
Old-fashioned on this point but was there not at one time
an idea called "rugged indi~idualism?" Banke~s, I'm sure,
are still happy to lend money to students as in days of yore.

.,

.
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"Although we differ about the Test Oath, I can
echo with approval your wish that 'good sense will prevail
in next Tuesday's • . . faculty meeting."' . • .

I will base my argument on the foundation of the First Amendment, which I hope is still a part of the Constitution:
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof~
or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press,
or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and
to petition the government for a redress of grievances. 11
Now the Tribune this rrorning -- noon edition, rather -carried an article headed, "We're Perturbed, Too." It goes on
to reiterate some of the arguments and, among other things,
is incorrect in my statement.
"What [Tribune] we said was
that a student who did not wish to be loyal to his government
or to support the Constitution could not be compelled to
accept a loan and that he could apply for a loan from the
Kremlin if he desired. He hopes we were being facetious. 11
(Oh, well, it looks like he may not have). The Tribune goes
~n to say, "We were, in a serious sort of way. 11
(You can
interpret that yourself. Alright?) Well, if Mr. Burrows
knows of any student who is disloyal to the government, I
suggest he advise the student to try to get the loan· I
don't know of any students who are disloyal. He does not
ment i on my opening paragraph about free and open discussion
a~d, further on, when he hoped that we would not waste any
time here this afternoon on this subject I think he was
making a serious mistake in his capacity as an editor. A
newspaper is one of our important media of education. That
statement that we should not discuss this is contrary to
customary American procedure.
It might also be int~rpre~e~,
at ~he worst, as an attempt to stir up adverse pub~ic op~nion
against the University and that, in itself, is a disservice
to the State as well as to the University.
Now, finally, he goes on to make "a little comment on
a test oath.
The Webster definition of a test that seems
0
:
apply here is 'Subjection to conditions tha~ show ~he
, ,,
eai character of a person or thing in a certain particular ·
Now he says' "Why should anyone seeking help from his government object to showing his real character? 11 I will accept
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his definition and point out that in English History there
were several thousands of citizens who showed their real
character in opposing a test oath, and lost their lives
as a result. So there is no objection on my part to
anyone showing his real character.
Now the Albuquerque Journal applauds the act of the
regents in affirming their support for the law as it is,
with the test oath in it, and the editor does not understand the distinction, according to this editorial, between
the test oath and the loyalty oath, nor does Mr. Dan Burrows,
so they are not really on the point where they can deal with
this in a way other than what you might call just partisanship. There are corrunents here about Corcununism, etc. , which
I will not bother you with.
Now, their approval of the action of the regents is
alright, but the action of the regents is what disturbs me.
This faculty operates in a way that has been termed 'faculty
cooperation in university management.' I had always thought
of the regents as holding the power to govern, but under
given circumstances they could act as a board of appeal for
faculty grievances, whether it be individual or collective.
~ow, when the regents know that a matter of some importance
78 pending before the faculty and they know that part of it
15 destined to come to t1eir attention in a formal way -- a
petition from the faculty -- it seems to me that they are
not operating in a way that would be most conducive to the
W~lfare of the university. So, if I were to put t he worst
light on their action, I could easily say that this.afternoon
about all we will be indulging in is a lot of hot air. But
~ hope the regents will really consider the Resolution, if
it is approved and brought to their attention.
So the problem involved, in both the case of the newspapers and the regents' action, pertains to the right of
Petition, and it reminds me of the problem of this sort that
Plagued the federal government back in 1830 when abolitionism
became a warm subject and numerous petitions began flowing
~hrough the halls of Congress -- so many that t ey tended.to
~ll'lpede normal business, so, what to do? Finally they .decided
hat they would formally accept the petition and lay it on
!he table, so there was no discussion of t hose pet~tion~ for
t evera1 years.
It was known as "gag rule·" I don t think
he faculty should be subjected to treatment of that sort,
Whether implied in newspaper editorials or by action of our
regents.
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Now, I am convinced that the regents
quite grasp this point about their action
body under given circumstances, so I hope
stand some further thought on our part in

do not really
as an appellate
that point might
the future.

Now, I would like to give you a little background on
the test oath so far as I know. n appeared in 16th Century
England when Henry VIII fell in love with a pair of brown
eyes and decided to renounce allegiance to the Pope at Rome.
Having done that, Engl ishrnen were faced with taking an oath
of spiritual allegiance. The king set himself up as head of
the Church of England. Of course, one who felt he owed
spiritual alleg i ance to Rome could not take the oath. The
outstanding martyr, Thomas Moore, who was perfectly loyal
and would have laid down his life for his king and country,
but would not forswear spiritual allegiance to the Pope,
paid the death penalty. Queen Mary came to the throne
eventually -- she was catholic -- and reversed the former
policy, and a number of Protestant martyrs suffered thereby.
Elizabeth I tried to work out a middle-of-the-path road arii
established the Anglican Church and, during her reign,
pressure was put on the catholics on the right and Protestant
dissenters on the left. She had a pretty good FBI system,
and once in a while she would catch one who paid t he penalty,
sometimes with his life.
.
Now we go to the 17th Century and the problem becom~s
intermixed with political controversy, namely, the relative
power between the king and the Parliament, and one important
result of the quarrel in the first half century was the
establishment of the principle that Parliament co~ld debate
freely any public issue. The Stuart kings had said they
Were not free to do that. Therein lies a certain paradox
today. Our Congressmen enjoy unlimited freedom of debat~.
They cannot be touched any place else for what they say in
~ongress, yet they turn around and pass the test oath . which
is an infringement of someone else's right to debate if they
so feel inclined.
In the 18th Century the English began to see the light
of reason and gradually whittled away at those test oaths·
Th~ 19th Century pretty well cleared the deck. In 1829 the
1: 1 sh Catholic were reli~ed of disability so they could.hold
civil and military
. .
. ".
positions.
The a lt e mati·ve at the tJme
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appeared to be civil war. About 1845 Catholics were relieved
of their disability. Between 1845 ar:rl 1858 the Jews came
from under these laws and finally could take a seat in the
House of Parliament. In 1871 universities were rel~ted of
disability; they too had been subject to a test oath.
All this was during two or more centuries. Now you
transfer the scene to the colonial world. One of the principles of the First Amendment is freedom of the press. An
important step occurred in 1733 when the jury decision, under
the argument of a very persuasive lawyer, established that
libel had to be proved -- and, of course, it is difficult to
prove. It took considerable pressure off people's speaking
freely. When our Constitution was drawn up, it was based
on the theory that all power rests with the people, or
perhaps state -- I won't argue that point. The federal
government received delegated enumerated powers and, therefore, limited powers. There were some skeptics at the time.
They said it is alright to say that Congress will not legislate on some subjects unless the power is delegated, but
let's tie down a few things, so they soon adopted the first
ten amendments -- which is commonly known as the Bill of
Rights. In 1798 the Federalist Party was in power and passed
a sedition law, and one of its p.1rposes was to -- well, its
purpose was to prevent the overthrow of the government and
~ne of the actions whereby that could be accomplished -- so
~t was believed in those years -- was to bring the government
into disrepute by criticism. So ten editors of pro-Republican
papers were indicted and prosecuted under the law -- and
Republicans in those days adopted the title to escape being
called a Democrat, because Democrat in 1790 carried the sinister
connotation that Communism carries today. To show the extreme~ess of the law, and assuming it was constitutional -- which
as not been proved __ a spectator at a 4th of July celebrat·ion, upon hearing a cannon boom forth, expressed the wis
. h
that the wadding would strike President Adams in the seat
~~ his pants. That was seditious libel. Somebody overheard
im and he was haled into court and fined $100.00.
Now we come down to the 19th Century to the Civil War,
ana some test oaths were passed at that time. One of them
~a~ in the State of Missouri, and the Supreme Court of the
nited States invalidated that law. It required a person to
swear that he had not supported the Confederacy. If he could
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not take the oath, he was barred from certain professions.
A test case involved a Catholic priest. If he had supported
the Confederacy, he was not eligible to practice his fa i th.
It appl ied also to school teachers. Now an extract from the
case -- and I don't think I am distorting it -- is as follows:
"The theory on whic our political institution rests is, that
all men have certain inalienable rights -- that among these
are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness; and that in
t he pursuit of appiness all avocations, all honors, all
positions, are alike open to everyone, and that in the protection of all these rights all are equal before the law.
Any deprivation or suspension of any of these rights for past
conduct is punishment and can be in no other wise defined."
Therefore, the law was unconstitutional. Now the federal
government passed a Jaw and, if effective, it would have
barred a lawyer practicing in the Supreme Court of the
United States if he had supported the Confederacy. If he
could not take an oath that h e had not supported the Confederacy, he could not practice. Well, the Court tossed that
law out. They did not base their decision necessarily on the
Fi rst Amendment. There are other bases for protection -what we call civil rights.
Now, the first sedition law after the one of 1798 was
created by World War I, and, out of a court case, there
evolved an interesting interpretation commonly known as the
clear and present danger theme, and Justice Holmes was t h e
formulator of this principle and he spoke as follows: "When
a nation is at war many things that might be said in times of
Peace are s uch a hind rance to its efforts that their utterance
Will not be endured so long as men fight and that no Court
could regard them as protected by any constitutional right. 11
.
Now that is an interpretation of the powers of go~eri:unent
~n warti me, and I will call that to your attention again in
Just a moment. Now, another case soon after this one found
the Court with the same clear and present danger
There.w~re
certain variations in the facts of t ne case, and the decision
came out 5 to 4 the other way. Justice Holmes dis~ented in
the following words "I have conceived that the United States
for many years had ~hown its repentance for the sedition act
of 1798 by repaying fines that it imposed. Only the eme~gency
that makes it immediately dangerous to leave the correction of
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evil counsels to time warrants making any exceptions to the
sweeping command, 'Congress shall make no . . • law abriding
the freedom of speech. '
11

Now in the California State case about displaying the
red flag, it was sustained. Now the states have dealt with
the sedition problem, but I think that recently a decision
of the United States Supreme Court has transferred that
problem to the federal government -- which is a very important
move -- so that the states today can pass, I think, test
oaths for employees but I doubt that they will bother about
the sedition law, but that doesn't mean Uncle Sam will not.
Now, in the 1940' s the Jehovah's Witnesses caused the Court
a great deal of head work. There were several cases involving
their practicing their belief. One of them pertained to
saluting the flag. The first time around, the Court said,
"you have to salute.
When the thing was re-argued again,
the Court said, no, you don't have to salute the flag.
Here is one of the statements of this case which reads as
follows: "If there is any fixed star in our constitutional
constellation, it is that no official, high or petty, c an
prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism,
religion, or other matters of opinion, or force citizens to
confess by word or act their faith therein. If there are
any circumstances which permit an exception, they do not now
occur to us. we think the action of the local authority in
compelling the flag salute and pledge transcends constitu~ional limitation on their power and invades the sphe~e of
intellect and spirit which it is the purpose of the First
Amendment . • • to reserve from all official control.
Now
the Court there is applying the First Amen0ment of t he
national Constitution to state action. That First Amendment
~s binding on the national government also, and it is only
in recent years that it became, by interpretation, binding
on the states.
11

11

11

11

Now there is the general background of the problem of
free speech and freedom of the mind in which the test oaths
are involved.
Now I would like to call to your attention a few items
of.current attitude on this problem. (I thought 1 had my
~hings Well indexed • • • Oh, here it is.) You remember
avia Lilienthal, Director of the TVA, and how he went
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around with Senator McKellar about turning that great development into a political patronage organization? In 1947 Mr.
Lilienthal was in a Senate hearing, and Senator McKellar
asked his views on Conununist doctrine. I will read a portion
of his reply: "My convictions are not so much concerned with
what I am against as what I am for; and that excludes a lot
of things automatically. Traditionally democracy has been an
affirmative doctrine rather than merely a negative one. I
believe -- and I so conceive the Constitution of the United
States to rest upon, as does religion -- the fundamenta l
proposition of the integrity of the ind ividual; and that
government and all private institutions must be designed to
promote and protect the integrity and the dignity of the
individual; that that is the essential meaning of t e Constitution and the bill of rights, as it is essentially t he
ireaning of religion.
I completely agree with Mr. Lilienthal
and I have advanced t hat very idea in the classroom for many
years. We are all equal in the eyes of God and all equal
before the law, and we put stress upon the concept of the
inherent dignity of man.
11

Now in 1949 Maryland passed a law requiring state
servants to take a test oath, and a past president of the
A.A .U.P. was appointed to an advisory commission. When he
found out about the oath, Bentley Glass -- and his comments
appeared in an A.A.U.P. bulletin some time ago, the appointment was to the Radiation Control Advisory Board of Maryland
-- explained why he could not take the oath, and the reasons
are pretty obvious to you now, bl t he also went on to make
some additional conunents which I think are pertinent to our
present problem. He wrote as follows: "I am also profoundly
convinced that this law has done Maryland great harm already,
and Will do even more in the future, by preventing our
state from procuring the ablest leaders in educational and
Political life. I know for a fact that some, and perhaps
many, of our finest scientists and teachers chafe ~nder ~e
continuing insult to their integrity imposed by this requirement, and will leave at the first good opportunity' and he
goes on to say it has hindered young men entering state
service. This is the very kind of service members of o~
faculty have been trying to promote in New Mexico, and with
some success, and the end of the road cannot lead anY":'here
but t
.
.
·
colleges univers. . 0 the amassing of med1.ocr1. ty 1n o~ . .
~
lties, and other schools where daring individuality and
11

r
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courageous leadership are so vitally important to the public
welfare.
Now when Mr. Kennedy was Senator, he wrote an article
for Coronet magazine. I don't ordinarily read Coronet magazine, but one day there was a knock on my door and a couple
of high school students with pretty blue eyes looked me in
the face and I invited them in. They proceeded to explain
they were selling magazines to make money, and so on. The
first thinJ you know, I was seated in an easy chair, with
one young lady on the floor on my right and one on my left.
How could I escape? I subscribed for Coronet. Now Mr.
Kennedy, in his paper which you, I think, have perhaps read,
points out the futility of the oath and he also tells the
story about Benjamin Franklin, who entrusted a secret dispatch to a Frenchman to take to his government without
requiring anything other than his word as a gentleman.
Franklin remarked that he thought an oath was the recourse
of a liar.
Mr. Kennedy also considers this test oath a hang-ov er
of McCarthyism. He also argues that it defeats the very
purpose of the Act because a goodly number of colleges
refuse to administer it -- just how many I do not know -but I noticed Professor Vernon had sane figures in a newspaper. 138 presidents and managing boards were against it.
How many institutions have refused the plan I do not know,
but furthermore Kennedy says it sets a very serious precedent;
furthermore, it is an infringement on the student's mind,
freedom to think, and the over-all picture for the future
is a bad one.
Now, I shall say a bit more on that in a moment but,
meanwhile, here is an extract from the Brown Alumnus. It
seems that the administration of Brown University administered
this oath and was getting the students money, but ~ey
carried on with the assumption that Congress was going to
r~peal the oath. It so happened I had written our ~ongress1ona1 delegate in January of 1961, and Representative
~ontoya replied there was a bill pending in Congr~ss ~or
its repeal, but Congress adjourned without repealing it so
~r~Wn University went into action and recommended ~hat the
niversity withdraw which it decided to do. President
Keeney says, among ~ther things, "As Federal aid increases'

t
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as it appears likely to do, it becanes more and more important
that we be cautious about accepting restrictions and controls.
We must here, at the very beginning, be very cautious about
accepting a precedent for other controls. This, to me, is
the real is sue." And then, in this alumni article, is a
quotation attributed to President Pusey of Harvard (I think
most of us know that Harvard has refused to administer this
law), Indeed the feeling here [Pusey's] is that only by
standing firm on this point can we and other American colleges
make clear our determined opposition to legislation in whi ch
there is an infringement of an ancient freedom -- the freedom
of universities to govern themselves.
. Our quarrel is
with the disclaimer affidavit [test oath], primarily because
it singles out students as special objects of distrust and
asks them to make negative statements al:out thei r beliefs
in a way quite contrary to American principle. These seem
to us to be considerations of central importance. But, in
addition, the disclaimer requirement is unnecessary, ineffective, complicated to administer, and debases the value of
oaths. This affidavit probision is a blemish in an otherwise constructive act. "
11

Now, if we try to see what the end result of this might
be, the National Department of Health, Education and Welfare
made a study of students who applied for loans. out of
about -- I don't know how many questionnaires were sent out
but they received nearly 87,000 and they sampled that by
analyzing 30,000 and found that 75. 5% of the students who
received money under this grant were 21 years of age or
under; 2 out of 5 were majors in education; 3 out of 5
Planned to teach school. Now that brings up, of course, a
very serious problem and I have tried to get at it by drawi ng
upon my own experiences as a teacher. I have taught English
history for a number of years, and of course the . test ~ th
crops up there. I have pointed out why it came into existence
and why it declined and point out that it is no lo~ger an
~cceptable oath, and I transfer the same argument into Amerlean history because the oath crops out there, and 1 start
out
·
~ h'
r · with
a discussion of John Locke au
.
is th e ory of the
lght of revolution and point out that because of our own
revolution we are staunch believers in the philosophy of
revolution
W b .
. th our own Declaration of Independenc e.
Th
•
e egin wi
.
.
h.
k e Years rolled on and other expressions of belief int is
ept cropping up. Thomas Jefferson thought we should hav e a
rebe11 ion
·
.
about every generation,
tha t 1· s was good for t h e
.1
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body politic. Alexander Hamilton, of course, did not approve
of any test oath. Abraham Lincoln believed in revolut i on.
In 1916 the late Senator Phelan in the United States Senate
exclaimed, 11 I believe in the divine right of revolution."
Now here in 1958 the government passes a law including
a test oath. Now what would be, do you suppose, the reaction
of my students who had listened to me for a semester at
various times register approval of our various revolutions,
etc. , and they suddenly feel the need for money and rush
over to the office of the Dean, who says, "You just sign
this oath." Now if I were a Russian member of the Party
I of course would have to con form to the party line. So
next semester in Airerican constitutional history I would
talk about John Locke and point out he was a bad man, a
disturber of the peace who incited people to rise up against
their government. The Declaration of Independence was wrong ;
the colonials had no justifiable criticism of the government
or grievances. The King of England was just like any monarch.
He was plagued with conflicting interests and did his best
to harmonize them. Those fellows that threw the tea in
Boston Harbor were a bunch of hoodlums. And do you know
what they did? They painted up as Indians to disguise
themselves -- that"s what the Ku Klux Klan does when they
wrap themselves up in white sheets to scare the colored
people. The student says, "Look here, Professor •.. ", so
1 have to say, 11 forget what I told you and taught you
before. This is the correct line. This is the correct
dope now." What is a school teacher going to do? They
take this oath then get a job teaching history. They have
a job teaching American History. Are they going to say
that the Declaration of Independence is justifiable? ~f
~hey imply approval of it, have they not committed perJury
1 n their thought?
It so happens, if r remember correctl~
-- and I would like Professor Vernon to correct me on thi s-~asn"t there a case a while ago where an American naturalized citizen was subsequently deprived of his citizenship
on the charge that he had a mental reservation when he
~Ook the oath of allegiance?
(Professor Vernon passes to
ean Countryman. )
DEAN COUNTRYMAN The only case r know of involved t h e
~efusal of the applicant for citizenship to take an oath
0 bear arms.
Is that what you refer to?

•

'I

•
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REEVE No. It seems the citizen was accused of taking
an oath with a mental reservation. Well, put it another way:
Would such a mental reservation be comparable to perjury if
it could be proved? What would be your offhand opinion?
COUNTRYMAN Certainly if the oath is to have any efficacy, I suppose, to back up a perjury proceeding where you
try to prove the party did not believe what he swore to,
that might be the instrument for putting sanction behind
the oath.
REEVE That would be my judgment on it. So t he se students -- these new school teachers are going to ave to ban
all textbooks on American history now written or else tell
the students, "I don't believe what I am teaching you."
Or they can imply they believe it and perhaps be caught
on a perjury charge. Now that problem is one that lies
in the future and may come up and may not, but I say that
there are such possibilities. Now, in the light of wha t
I have presented to the faculty, Mr. Chairman, I move the
following Resolution:
1. Whereas the Affidavit or Test
Oath in the National Defense Education Act of 1958,
Section 1001 (f),
Is contrary to the political heritage of American
Citizens,
Is not in the best interest of our Country because
it seeks to restrict Freedom of the Mind,
And is contrary to the First Amendment of the
Constitution of the United States, that it
Be hereby resolved that the Faculty of ~he University
of New Mexico request the Congress of the United States
to repeal the said oath in the National Defense Education
Act."
"RESOLUTION NO.

PROFESSOR VERNON
POPEJOY

Second.

The matter is before the house.

PROFESSOR OLIVER I trust we don't have the press here?
I Would like to say something maybe in honor of freedom of
:~eech but not of the press' and that would be that t~e
9uments presented by Kennedy might make me turn against
the resolution, but if the Regents tried to control the
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decision, I might want to go the other way. So I would be
in sort of a quandary here. But as far as test oaths are
concerned, I have never put too much stock in them. I
don't think they serve much of a purpose and I certainly
have admired people, in a way, who have felt so strongly
about some things that they could give up their jobs
rather than say they were not Communists, when they were
not Communists. But I think it is a different thing to
try to give up somebody else's job who might not agree
with you on this. But, as to the motion, it did not
include anything at th is time about doing •.•
POPEJOY

That is in Resolution 2.

OLIVER Oh, that is corning?
the wrong one now.
(Laughter)
MEMBER

I guess I am discussing

Glad to hear from you.

OLIVER Well, I won't have to say it next time. As
far as restricting freedom of thought I could point out if
I remember the Constitution correctly, it makes it illegal
to advocate the violent overthrow of the government, and
this is certainly restriction of thought within the Constitution itself. Not that I approve of this, b.tt I am
just pointing it out.
PROFESSOR KOSCHMANN I would move the Resolution be
amended in paragraph 3 of the "whereases" to read, "And we
be~ieve it is contrary to the Fir st Amendment of the Con:
stitution of the United States." I move this because while
I agree with the statement that this test oath is a very
bad thing, on the other harrl, I have some difficulty taki~
~ver what I consider to be the realm of the Supreme Court
in saying that something is against the Constitution: 1
WOuld go along with saying we believ-e it is, but until
this particular item is brought to the Supreme Court, I
Would move it not be made part of this Resolution.
MEMBER

Second.

the
POPEJOY You have a motion and second to change you
line "and is contrary to the First Amendment···" and
want to say, "we believe it is contrary, etc· "?
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VERNON I seconded the original motion and, if Professor
Reeve will accept the amendment, I am perfectly willing to
accept it. I think it is proper.
REEVE

I will accept it.

POPEJOY

Professor Hoyt?

PROFESSOR HOYT Another very minor amendment to straighten
out the wording, "And we believe is contrary to the First
Amendment of the Constitution of the United States, be it
hereby resolved -- and so on. It is just a change in
style, rut I think it reads better.
11

VERNON

I accept that, too.

MEMBER

You are easy to please.

MEMBER I don't think there is any misconception about
what the Constitution says -- it says nothing ab:>ut advocating
the overthrow of t e government.
MEMBER

Where did that come from?

MEMBER

The statutes.

MEMBER

Is this on the amendment?

POPEJOY

On the amendment.

VERNON I don't think we need the amendment voted on.
We have accepted it.
If I understand the proper
purpose in this discussion -- because I don't have this
heritage of American freedom -- nevertheless, I would like
to say something about the motion we are discussing. I
think we are talking as if we were Congress itself. We .
act as if we could make any decision without fear of p.iblic
Opinion. We are not the faculty of a university on the
moon. We are getting our money and are being supporte~
by the public· this is a state university, and the Legislature
· prov' 1d1.ng
. .
.
1.s
the fu nd s -- no t provi· ding them, but .
dis tr· b
,
.
1 uting
the taxes saying
how mu ch we get • We
. are . in
a pa t
'
·
rganizations
like
r of the country where the service O
.
the American Legion and Veterans of Foreign wars are fairly
PROFESSOR MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT
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strong, and we are subjected most definitely to their opinion. When I first read the account in the paper of Professor
Reeve talking about this, I was fairly upset by one of the
Regents saying that they should not agree with this Resolution because of public opinion; that the public already
thinks there are many Communists on this faculty and it
would be better not to further this belief or fear. But
when I thought it over, I came to the conclusion that we
must be a bit realistic about the whole situation and accept
that it is Congress who has made the law, and if we want them
to change it we can make an effort, except I don't think it
should be done in this way. It is very nice to say we are
completely free to do what we want, that we have academic
freedom. It is perfectly in order for us to ask Congress
to change something, but we are also subject to public
opinion. And, for instance, we bow down to public opinion
very deeply by spending so much money a year on football.
Now we should not try public opinion by saying something
which is definitely at the present time something which the
public doesn't want to hear. I do feel we just consider
the whole problem, not as if we were in a complete political
~acuum. We are not, and we really must think about how it
15 going to affect the students and faculty of the whole university in the long run.
PROFESSOR WOODHaJSE I think that the trouble with
public opinion around here is that we only hear the people
who are taking the American Legion's side of the question.
We never hear the people who have other views than ~eirs ·
We only hear the views that are sanctioned by the editors
of the Tribune and Journal; we never hear the views of people
Who take exception to their interpretations. This is an
~~usual community in this respect. People who have moderate
iews don't express themselves. We are led to make false
assumptions about what public opinion is if we pa~ too
m~ch attention to the strident voices that are raised at .
t~mes like these by a very few people whose fortuna°: po~ition it is, such as officials in the veterans' organizations,
'lvho have the support of the editorial staffs of the newsPapers to be quoted at will, freely, whenever they say
something. If you write a letter to the editor of the
n~wspaper expressing opposition to their view or exp~essing something even like a more moderate interpretation of
What is going on the chances are it will not appear. Oc~~sionally it do~s, but there are more c~s~s when ~t.does
t, and we are in the very peculiar position of living in
a community where there are no organizations devoted to a
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clarification of public issues. There are no voices raised,
no organizat i ons devoted to the idea of exposing or drawing
out both sides of a given question: it is an unusual
community in that respect, and I think we should recognize
it as such. Any of us who have lived elsewhere may have
had different experiences from what we encounter here. I
believe it is not an encouraging atmosphere in which to
work. I agree with Mr. Reeve in being very disturbed over
Regent Johnson. He made a bully out of the American Legion.
I don't know whether the American Legion wishes to play the
bully in the community, but Mr. Johnson expresses all of the
urgency of the Regents' taking a stand on the issue while
at the same time one of the local leaders of a veteran's
organization is ready to demand an investigation of the
University. It can't be interpreted in any other way.
Someone somewhere has to assume, without preempting the
prerogative of Congress, the willingness to take the
responsibility for expressing an opinion on the kind of
laws that Congress passes and t he kind of regulations that
the federal government lays upon us.
MEMBER

Question.

PROFESSOR JUDAH I don't know that it is prudent to
disagree with Reeve: however, to say that we should not
try to tell congress what to do is a total misinterpretation
o~ the American system. It is not only constitutiona~, the
right of petition, it is also the way Congress kee~s informed on what public opinion is. Instead of running away
from public opinion, if it is our conviction this should
be done, it seems to me we should make our wishes knCMn
to Congress -- we owe it to them. I think someday I will
Present a resolution to the faculty asking to be investigated·
(Applause.)
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT The only trruble is, of cours~,
t~at this University depends on the Legislature for financial allocations. I think you will not be the last ~o
.
raise your hands in disgust if, for instance, t~e University
9ets a one per cent rather than a ten per cent in:rease in
appr 0
·
.
. 11
"This is terrible
leg· plr1~t1ons. Then you wi. say,
'f we only hear the
is ation. 11 You must realize that 1
.
th
other organizations, so does the Legislature, an~ if
ey
follow public opinion they won't hear moderate views.
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MEMBER

Question.

MEMBER

Question.

MEMBER

Question.

POPEJOY There has been a call for the question.
those in favor of the motion say II aye. 11
FACULTY

All

Aye •

POPEJOY Opposed?
motion is carried.

(Several

11

no's 11 were heard.)

The

REEVE I might say just one or two words about public
opinion that might be of some interest to you. The editor
of the ...
MEMBER

Can't we get the Resolution?

REEVE Oh, well.
following Resolution:

Alright.

Mr. Chairman, I move the

"RESOWTION NO. 2.
Whereas the Affidavit or Test Oath in the Naticnal
Defense Education Act of 1958, Section 1001 (f)
Is contrary to the political heritage of American
Citizens.
.
Is not in the best interest of our Country because
it restricts Freedom of the Mind.
d .
And is not in harmony with the philosophy of Acaemic Freedom, that i t
Be hereby resolved that the Faculty of the University
of New Mexico request the President and the Regents to withdraw from further administration of the National Defense
Education Act except insofar as it is necessary to process
those loans that have heretofore been made to students· 11
VERNON

Second.

OLIVER Well, this is where r woold point out t h at this
18 not giving freedom of thought to the student.
They are
not. b ei.ng
·
h
·
given freedom of thought if we do t is, so I oppose
this mot.ion.
.

•
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PROFESSOR MAY First I 'W'OUld like to make it clear
that I feel that this body has a right, as any group of
citizens, to make its desires known to the Congress;
however, as far as the second Resolution goes, this is
e
law of the land at the present time and as long as it is
the law of the land, I consider it highly improper for
this group, part of a state agency, to recommend that we,
in effect, evade or sidestep that particular law, and I
am absolutely against this Resolution.
PROFESSOR FINMAN I think we ought to get clear on
t iis law-of-the-land argument. The law is: If a univers i ty
wants to participate, it may, but the re is no law
ich ays
we must. That is our choice. There is nothing improp r
or disloyal about saying we do not wish to participat 1n
this program. I would like to address myself for a moment
to this argument, namely, that we have no right to tak
this bread out of the mouth of the student. It seems to
me it is a serious step -- I would not deny that -- and a
step which we have to assume, and we do have considerabl
responsibility; but we can't escape this and we do have th
right to say how this university should be administered,
not simply how congress ought to pass laws. We have
responsibility to these students that goes beyond furnish i ng
financial aid, a responsibility -- if we pass thi Re olu i on
and anything is done about it -- to try and find other
financial aid. We can't abdicate our responsibility. It
seems to me we have been saying, "Take any money you want,"
whether we think it is clean money or, as in this case, v Y
dirty money.
JUDAH I think -- in regard to the first one, it do
not deprive the students of an education. They can go so ewhere else to schools that are administering it and get
the program. We do, of course, have an obligation to
students who have already started, but I believe the amendment takes care of that. Of course, we can reaffir~ it ~ i th
Perfect assurance that the Board of Regents will reJect it.
KOSCHMANN I believe the second Resolution should be
rejected. I feel strongly that the test oath. should ~
taken out, but I personally don't feel there i~ anything
to be gained by our being spiteful. I would like to mak
one other conunent. While I 'W'Ould urge every member to
Vote, I would urge every member to vote either for or

"'

l
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against the Resoluti on rather than for or against the
editors of the Tribune. There has been a lot of discussion, particularly in the early part of this meeting,
concerning statements and editorials in the local papers.
We are considering a Resolution with respect to the test
oath; whether or not we agree with the editorship of the
papers, I don't want people to vote for this Resolution
because t hey oppose the Tribune.
PROFESSOR BUNDY I have a question on the administration of thi s. There was cons i derable mention in exSenator Kennedy's article and sane other discussion about
the difficulty of administering t hese oaths. From a standpoint of ignorance on t h is, in the administration through
the university, is there anything involved in polic i ng the
oath, as I believe reference was made several times, or is
it simply a matter of a Notary Public accepting the student's
signature, affidavit and oath?
POPEJOY

Sherman, can you answer that?

DR . SMITH There is no difficulty of the sort you
suggest, Professor Bundy. The University is not charged
with the responsibility for validation of the oath. There
is a notarization attached.
BUNDY

the oath.

That was my assumption in reading a copy of
Thank you for clearing it up .

MAY I think we have made the point in our first Resolution. I am not one for side-stepping a fight but I see
no point in bloodying your head if you already have in
the field better and stronger champions, which we have
h
.
.
t
e:e in Kennedy, Eisenhower, and others. We are going 0
g~in nothing by passing the Second Resolution. I h~ve
l~stened this afternoon to a very thorough and a fair . and
dis~assionate analysis of the problem . I doubt that in the
entire United States there would be more than twenty to
thirty thousand people who have had such an opportunity . .
The ~egents have already decided the question: we.can gain
nothing by this and can greatly injure the University .

VERNON As I understand the pirpose of the . second
Resol ution, it is an attempt to implement t he first. As
a rnatter of fact we probably have had about 450 A .A. U• P •
chap t ers across the
'
country petition congress to repeal --

' ,... ' ,.
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there were requests by Eisenhower, by Nixon and by Kennedy
to repeal the oath. So far as I can see, the only way it
is going to be repealed is if we get enough universities
and colleges to withdraw from administering the oath and
at that point Congress will realize they must either repeal
the oath or the Act because it is not working and it seems
to me that the second Resolution, assuming we can get the
Regents to accept the second Resolution, is the only
effective way we can petition Congress. There is no other
way to do it and it seems to me, on that principle, we
should vote "yes II on this second Resolution.
OLIVER I think th:?re is a little misinterpretation
of what I said at first. It has been said I am worried
about apparently taking something away from the students,
namely, financial support, and if they don't want it here,
the students can go somplace else where the plan is administered. Well, now, this is fallacious in the sense
that if the students oppose the oath here, they can still
sign it. Aside from the point of financial support, there
is the question that we are all all-out for academic freedom
and freedom of thought, but we are not giving it to the other
people -- to the students
if we say they can't have
financial support because we don't believe in the test
oath.
DEAN FITZ I am just a little curious that we suddenly
after four years decide we have been wrong all of the time.
I see no sense at all in passing the second Resolut~on since
the loan program has been in effect for as long as it has.
FINMAN It seems to me if you fin d evil, you root it
out. The fact that it has been with you for four years
doesn't mean you continue to live with it, and i~ seems
to me also that we do assume the right to establish many
basic principles which we require our students to live by.
Th~re are many things they can't do and rema~n i~ the
University -- such as stealing from the dormitories, many
things of this kind. I don't think we are depriving anyone
of any freedom by taking a position that the present N.D.E.A.
Program should not be a part of our life here·
MEMBER

Question.

MEMBER

Question.

•...
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PROFESSOR EUBANK As a member of this faculty I don't
think I have the righ t to take action that would deny a
student his right to take advantage of the financial opportunities his government offers. I would like to move this
Resolution be tabled indefinitely.
MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT
POPEJOY

Second .

A motion to table is not debatable.

MEMBER

Yes,

it is.

MEMBER

No, it is not.

MEMBER

You are right, it is not.

POPEJOY I looked that up today. I did not look up
whether it would take a simple majority or more. Do you
know?
RIED

It is a majority question.

VERNON I want a little information. This is a motion
to table for an indefinite period? It seems to me that
is the same as a motion to vote down the motion and not a
Plain motion to table and I don't think it should be
allowed to cut off debate. A motion to table indefinitely,
or for an indefinite period is the same as a motion to
k'
,
1 11 the resolution.
EUBANK That is exactly why I made it. It is not a
debatable motion and requires a sirrq:>le majority.
POPEJOY
MEMBER

Are you ready to vote?
Question .

. EUBANK Perhaps I should say if I had to vote on t.e
original motion I would call for a roll call vote but since
We don't want to do that we can dispose of it this way.
PROFESSOR STEGER
motion?

Mr. Chairman, isn't he debating the

PROFESSOR ROSENZWEIG
0 rder.

I Would 11.ke to rise t o a point o f

' I

'..

,,
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POPEJOY

I believe you are in order.

ROSENZWEIG I don't think that such a motion is in
order. We cannot table a problem indefinitely. This
faculty cannot bind the faculty until the next time we meet.
POPEJOY The motion to table is in order in my judgme nt.
I will yield to .•.
MEMBER Mr. Chairman, it merely means, so far as t h is
motion is concerned, it is not killed -- it can be re-introduc ed
another time.
EUBANK

That's why I say "indefinite."

PROFESSOR WYNN
we vote to table.
POPEJOY
MEMBER

The question is as good as dead if

There isn't • . •
There isn't any way to get it off the table.

POPEJOY If i t is taken from the table by vote of this
body? The question of whether the faculty is in continuous
session or is only in full session whenever it meets is one
we have never tried to determine. Are you ready to vote?
MEMBER

Question.

POPEJOY All in favor of tabling the motion, indicate
by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed, "no. "

FACULTY

No.

POPEJOY

The "no's" have it.

MEMBER

Question.

MEMBER

Question.

MEMBER

I call for a div i sion of the house.
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POPEJOY

There is a call for division.

HOYT I would like to move, or ask rather if they
will accept the same amendment as they did wi th regard to
the first resolution, that is strike out "that it" and
say, "be it hereby" and so on.
RIED A division of the assembly does not require a
second and is not debatable.
POPEJOY
MEMBER

Thank you.

All in favor of the motion ...

What is the motion?

POPEJOY It was the motion to table. There has been
a call for a division vote. All in favor of the motion to
table hold up your hand.
DORRIE

(After counting)

37.
The motion is lost.

POPEJOY All opposed?
you want to count?
DORRIE

It is well over 37.

MEMBER

Question.

VERNON

I move the question on the main motion.

POPEJOY
main motion.

MEMBER

RIED

There is a motion made on the question of the
Was the re a second?
yes •

POPEJOY

This is not debatable?

I didn't hear.

POPEJOY

What is the question?

The motion on the question.

FINMAN Question was called.
MEMBER

Do

Question.

•

4
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RIED I think it is the main motion on the question
of the Resolution they are calling.
POPEJOY I understand that. All in favor of the
original motion, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No.

POPEJOY

That's close.

VERNON

I call for a division of the house.

MEMBER Is it unreasonable to have a l:allot vote on
this and have them counted? It wouldn't take long.
POPEJOY I believe this group has the authority to
determine its voting methods, so if there is a call for
that kind of vote .•.
PROFESSOR RIEBSOMER
t he question .
POPEJOY

Do you have enough ballots?

PROFESSOR RICHARDS
POPEJOY
RICHARDS

I move we have a ballot vote on

Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

Yes, sir.
If that was a motion, it was not voted upon.

POPEJOY We are just about to do that. The motion
All in
18 Whether to vote on a secret ballot basis.
favor indicate by saying II aye. 11
.

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No.

MEMBER

(Laughter)

I call for a division, Mr. Chairman.
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POPEJOY All in favor of voting by secret ballot hold
up their hands .
DURRIE
POPEJOY
MEMBER
POPEJOY
DURRIE
POPEJOY

{After counting)

40.

All opposed?
What is this?
Opposed to the secret ballot.
{After counting)

62.

The motion is lost.

MEMBER I call for a division of the
motion, Mr. President.
POPEJOY
MEMBER
POPEJOY
MEMBER

POPEJOY
MEMBER

ouse on t 1e m in

Have we voted on it?
Yes.

And there was a cal 1 for it?
Yes.

It was close?
Yes.

POPEJOY There has been a call for a division vote on
the original motion. All in favor of Resolution No. 2, as
amended, indicate by raising their hand.
DURRIE
POPEJOY
DURRIE

{After counting)

54.

All opposed?
{After counting)

50.

POPEJOY We have another motion that will cane before
the group, and I hope you will be able to stay . for it. The
Vote was 54 to 50 in favor of the previous motion.
REEVE In view of the concern over public opinion, 1
ave a resolution that I shall offer you. It is very ha r d
to determine what public opinion is, but if you are i nter -

h
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ested in knowing, I have had about 10 phone calls or personal
expressions from non-university people and the ratio is
about 3 to 2 in my favor. I you want details, the first
one who called was a retired colonel of the Air Force.
He said, "I am all for you." The next one was a retired
colonel in the Army and he said, I am ag in you.
Now,
in view of the fact that there is some a:mcern arount the
state about whether you folks are subversive Communists,
Socialists, or plain ordinary Democrats, I offer you the
following Resolution, or motion:
11

11

"The faculty of the University of New Mexia:> is
acutely aware of the dangers of the Communist conspiracy at home and abroad. We profess our faith in open
discussion of public problems, and are unalterably
opposed to conspiratorial activities of any kind."
RIED

The President has asked me to take the Chair.

POPEJOY I would like to second the motion and speak
for a moment about the problems that come to the President
of the University in situations of this kind. You may
remember that during the last legislative session it was
my privilege, really, to defend the faculty and its right
to carry out constitutional powers, and I would do that
again, but there is an image created about the University
from time to time \\hich is a false image, really, in the
sense of what we really are. Most people will get the idea
you are a Communist or a Red if you want to take this pledge
out of the federal law. They will not take the time to
think about this at all. I said the other day, I believe,
that Professor Reeve was well within his rights here today
to present the matter for faculty discussion and for action,
but I also feel that the University will have a better
posture with the public and the State if we make sane
Positive statement at this time and pass it, and I hope
~hat the faculty will go along with that. I think it is
important for us to do this.
RICHARDS: Mr. Chairman, will the doctor wh~ introduced
the resolution read it again, please? I might ~ike to.make
one comment.
(Professor Reeve read the Resolution ag~in.)
Thank you. May I comment? Generally I am very. m~ch in
favor
.
.
o f doing
what we can to assuage Publi'c opinion on
~ 1 ~ issue. On the other hand, I cannot vote for a resoUtion in whic h I do not believe and I do not see grave or
acute -- whatever the phrasing was -- dangers £ran the
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1

Corrununist conspiracy at home. I am very much opposed to the
use of force to over throw government. Anyway, if I read
Mr. Hoover and the FBI correctly, there are no more than
about 10,000 Conununists in the United States, and as a
political scientist I see no evidence of acute danger of
overthrowing the government of the United States by
internal forces. I would, t herefore, move to amend the
Resolution by striking the phrase, "at home."
VERNON

Second.

RIED There is an amendment before the floor to
strike "at home" from the resolution. Is that right?
RICHARDS

Please.

I believe it would make sense that

way.
FINMAN May I suggest the modification of his amendment
to strike the entire , phrase, at home and abroad.
11

11

Second.

MEMBER

REEVE So it would read, "acutely aware of the Communi st
conspiracy.
I accept the change.
11

RIED

Does the second accept?

VERNON

Yes.

RIED Now we have an amendment to the motion, or we
have changed the whole motion with common consent, is that
right? Does anyone want to hear it again?
MEMBER
board?

Could we have the first paragraph put on the

POPEJOY
REEVE
RIED

Just read it, Frank as amended.
I will read the original •..

No, read it as amended .

REEVE

"The Faculty of the University of New Mex~co

is acut.ely aware of the danger of the communist conspir acy.
.
·
f public problems
We

Profess our faith in open discussion° .

. . i s of

ana are unalterably opposed to conspiratorial activit e
any kind.
11

'ti ..

• ..t

. ;.
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MEMBER

Question.

(Question called for by four members.)

MEMBER Is Professor Reeve now asking the faculty to
sign a loyalty oath?
REEVE

Quite right.

MEMBER I am opposed to the motion. I don't see any
difference in the oath you are now taking and the one you
rejected. I agree it is important to improve our public
posture, but I don't think this is a good way to do it.
MEMBER I have sane of the same concern, but definitely
for a different reason. What Dr. Reeve proposes here is
not a test oath. I don't think anyone who stopped to think
about it would interpret it this way. It is an affirmative
statement. I am a little bit concerned about all there has
been to say about public opinion and feel we are taking a
short sighted view as to whether we won't find this will
be interpreted by the press as though we are now turning
about and taking sane kind of oath. In other words, the
American public in general and the press has made no distinction between negative and affirmative oaths.
RIED

Dr • Reeve.

REEVE The question I was asked was would it be
alright for the faculty to take a lbyalty oath and the
answer is "yes." There is nothing wrong with loyalty
oaths as opposed to test oaths. This resolution is not
an oath of any kind. It is just an expression of opinion.

MEMBER

Question.

RIED The question has been called for.
other discussion?

Is there any

OLIVER I would disagree tha t th ere 1. s n::> acute dar¥3 er
rom Conununist activity at home because you can see the
loss o f several years' advantage in
· th e development of the
·
can do a lot of damage.
atom· b
ic
ornb, for example. 10,000 spies
f

f

RIED The question has been called for·
avor signify by saying, "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

Those in
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RIED Opposed?
(No response.) The motion is carried.
Are there any other committee reports, new business, old
business to come before the meeting?
MEMBER

I move we adjourn.

The meeting of the faculty adjourned at 6:08 p.m.

*****

Respectfully submitted,

A).~
John N. Durrie,
secretary of the Faculty
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RATIONAL DBPBNSB S'l'UI>ENT LOA& PROGRAM

OATH ARD APPIDAVIT
section 1001 (f) of the Bational Defense BducaUon AC1: pro id a aa
follows,

•so part of any funds appropriated or otherwise mad available
for expenditure under authority of this Act shall be used to
aalce payment• or loans to any individual unless au
individ l
(1) hu executed and filed with the cammieaioner an affida it
tbat he does not believe in, and is not a ....blr of and
••
not support any organization tllat believes 1n or teach• , the
overthrow of the united States Government by force or violen
or by any illegal or unconstitutional methOds, and (2) ha•
taken and subscribed to
oath or affirmation in th £011........,..
for:m: a I do solemnly
(or affirm) that I will bear tr
faith and allegiance to
united states of Americ and will
support and defen the
b um aad 1
of th unit d
States against all i ts
lee, foreign and d
tic. 0
provisions of Sectio 1001 ..,f title 18, united stat
COde,
•hall be applicable ·· 1th r s pect to sudl affidavits.•

a_

Bach student borro r from a National Defense Student LOan
uat, therefore, execut..e t:)le affidavit and oath pro id below.
Thia affidavit and oath must be executed and sworn to before a
Sotary Public or other offic:er authorized by State law to dminister oaths and affidavits. '!'bis fom must be deposited in
ail
'before loan funds may be made av ilable to student borrower••
properly completed, it '1a<>al.d be attached to a copy of POrm ........
ll-7(59) and transmitted tos
al'lo

Student Loan section, Financial Aid Branch, D1•1s1on of Bi9 r
Bducation, Office of Bducation, Department of B th, Bducation,
111d Welfare, waabingt:on 25, D.C:.
/j,oYAL'r:iJ OAffl

I,

do aolellllllY swear (or affina)

tblt 1.('rype or print full of app11canil the Ullited statH of
"111 bear true faith and allegiance to
f
rtca and will support and defend the constitution and la 0
United Btatea of America agaiUt all it• enemie•' foreign

Alie

:i-Cllle1t1c.

14
I,

~'yp o ;;:: L1tfull7~t of applicant
that I do not b ~ • "'' in, and F..xn not a '!Ol('J""ber of and do not e.u, ort
that beli v ,s in o,.. t~ach~s, tt e ov rthrov of t
Un te States G
or iole ce or l:., an:r ille:;gal r u.nconst:ttutir nal ethods.

)

or

., do so]e

n

I erebv au.,::,ncr·tz~ ar.d ca.us, this ai'fida: •i.t, "O
'iled •ith h Un t
C issioner of I~ucution, in conf'nn it~ \rlth S ,cti.on 1001 (£) of the n
" ensP. ~:ducatinu Act. nf 1958, anc1 cert.ify th,.t. th. otat, nts
d bv
ar tru~ to the bent. o~ frfJ' knm-'lerlge and bel ~ f.

t

Signature of Appl cant

ubscr1h

and sworn to ( er affirt" ... d) ~fo-re

_____ , at

(S

)

'this ___d.

o._..c:o-=c:o-"""""~-"

-wsoo-~--u::aa.:---=' -----~---..--..,,------City

State

